The approximation of unbounded functions by positive linear operators under multiplier enlargement is investigated. It is shown that a very wide class of positive linear operators can be used to approximate functions with arbitrary growth on the real line. Estimates are given in terms of the usual quantities which appear in the Shisha-Mond theorem. Examples are provided.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a great amount of research concerning the approximation of unbounded functions by means of positive linear operators. In particular, we cite works of Hsu [7, 81, [3] , and Rathore 1151.
In the papers [4, 5, 7, 8, 9] , the technique of multiplier enlargement was employed. Let {Ln} be a sequence of linear operators mapping Cl-a, u) to C [-6 , b] such that L, is positive on [-b, b] , or mapping C[O, a] to C [O, b] such that L, is positive on [0,6], where 0 < b < a. Let (a,} be a sequence of positive numbers which is strictly increasing to infinity. ForfE C(-00, co) and x E (-co, co), or f6Z C[O, co] and x E [0, co], the sequence (L,} takes the form L,(f(a,t),
x/a,) and this modified operator is positive for all n so large that Ix/a,] < b.
In the papers cited above, convergence results for unbounded functions were obtained under the assumption that the functions satisfied some growth condition (e.g., exponential type). An exception to this was noted by Hsu 181. Let H,(f; .x) be the Hermite-Fejir interpolatory polynomial of degree <2n -1. Then ffnu xl = T7 f(XkJ(l -xX,.,(
where xkn = cos((2k -1)/2n) x, k = 1, 2 ,..., n, are the zeros of the Tschebycheff polynomial T,,(x). Hsu showed that, for anyfE C(-co, co). ,'i", H,, (fW; ;) =f(x) uniformly on compact subsets of (-co, co), provided that (a,} was properly chosen. An estimate for the rate of convergence was obtained by Eisenberg and Wood [5] .
In [8] , Hsu pointed out that, for the Bernstein polynomials and the Landau polynomials, convergence properties have been established only for certain classes of functions with restricted orders of growth along the real axis. He then stated that perhaps the Hermite-Fejer polynomials may be the most suitable ones that can be conveniently modified so as to approximate arbitrary non-bounded, continuous functions on (-co, co). In this paper we show that such is not the case. We prove, in Section 2, that a very broad class of positive linear operators can be modified by multiplier enlargement so as to approximate any function which is continuous on (-0~). co). Examples are given in Section 3.
MAINRESULT
In the sequel let ek(x) = xk, k = 0, 1, 2,.... We note the following. We shall have need of the following lemmas. Here w( g, h) denotes the modulus of continuity of g on [-a, a] and O<h<a.
Proof. Since RP(x) is convex, it follows that for g(x) = Qp(ajxl).
where a(a -h) ,< [ < aa. Since R and 0' are increasing, it follows that w( g, h) < ahpap-'(aa) R'(aa). The proof of the lemma is completed by observing that g,(x/a,) = ap(lxl).
SWETITS AND WOOD
We can now establish our main result. 
as n-co, where a,,, a2 are from (3.3) and (3.4) and cog, 11 f 1) and the remaining constants are as in Theorem 2.3.
In Theorem 3.3, if 1 < p' < 2, then the rate of convergence is governed by l/n'-'
for any E, O<a<l.
In the case of IA,(f(t);x)-f(x)(, where f E C[-l/2, l/2] and x E [-q, ~1, the rate of convergence is governed by l/n. In view of the fact that (A,(f (t); x)} is optimal on [-11, ~1, the estimate given by Theorem 3.3 is possibly the best that can be obtained for positive. polynomial operators under multiplier enlargement.
An Optimal Discrete Polynomial Operaior
Let (Q,(t)} denote the sequence of orthonormal Legendre polynomials on I-1, 1) with weight function W(X) = 1. If P,(t) = Q,(2t -l), then {P,(t)) is orthonormal on [0, 1 ] with weight function o(x) = 2. Let 0 < x,,, < xl,n < -0. < X,," < 1 be the zeros of P,(t). Let y,.*,, and j'2,2n be the two smallest positive zeros of Q*,(t). Let R,(t) be defined by ,ui = IIK,((t --xl'; x)ll,,,. , --rll < a2/n2. n = 1, 2,.... In addition, jlK,Je,,)ll < 1 for n = 1, 2 ,.... We also note that the constant C, defined by (3. where pi denotes the value of (Q2,(t)/(t2 -r:,z,)(t2 --J>;.~,,))' at yj,?,,. Proof. Use (3.7), (3.8) and Theorem 2.3, and Remark 5. The comments following Theorem 3.3 apply equally well to Theorem 3.4.
